Global Tubing was formed in April 2007 to meet the growing worldwide demand for coiled tubing products and related services.

Since then, a series of capacity and service expansions have reinforced Global Tubing’s position as an industry leader in the development and manufacture of premium coiled tubing products for the onshore/offshore downhole and coiled line pipe markets. As a customer-focused, premier coiled tubing provider, we have strategically located stocking and/or service centers around the world and have successfully delivered more than 100 million feet of high quality coiled tubing for downhole or pipeline applications in 10 short years. Our company continues to combine advanced technology and unmatched service to create customer value that is second to none.
OUR LOCATIONS

Facility Types
- Manufacturing Facility
- Service Center

Grande Prairie
Red Deer
Permian Basin
Pennsylvania
Houston
COILED TUBING PRODUCTS

DOWNHOLE

Work Strings (GT-80/GT-90/GT-100/DURACOIL 110)
- Well Service & Intervention (high pressure)
- Extended Reach Strings (horizontal)
- Stimulation
- Fishing
- Logging (wireline & fiber optic member)
- Plug & Perf Designs

CT Drill Strings (GT-80/GT-90/GT-100/DURACOIL 110)
- Heavy-wall
- Large Outside Diameter (OD) Tubing
- Custom Spool Requirements

Permanent Installations (GT-70/GT-80)
- Velocity Strings
- Production Tubing
- Hang-off Tubing
- Artificial Lift and ESP installations

MATERIAL GRADES
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COILED LINE PIPE

Onshore Coiled Line Pipe
- Production Well Flowlines
- Water and Gas Injection Lines
- Temporary & Permanent Fuel Lines (Nat Gas/A1 Jet Fuel)

Offshore Coiled Line Pipe
- Subsea Flowlines
- Subsea Pipelines
- Chemical Injection Lines (MEG, MeOH, etc.)
- Service Lines
- Umbilical Tubes

Coiled Line Pipe Services
- Pipe Stringing Services
- Project Planning
- Contractor Training
- Installation Equipment Rentals
- Inventory Management
- HSEQ & Cost Impact Assessments
Coiled Tubing

We offer the widest selection of coiled tubing products in the industry. Tubing O.D. sizes range from 1.000 in (25.4 mm) to 5.000 in (127 mm) with wall thicknesses from 0.087 in (2.209 mm) to 0.337 in (8.558 mm). Global Tubing’s proprietary steel chemistry, experienced manufacturing and technical personnel, state-of-the-art mill technology and digital control systems deliver consistently higher quality products.

SMARTaper™

SMARTaper delivers a thicker wall at the bias weld for extra strength where it’s needed while tapering to lighter wall in less crucial areas allowing for increased fatigue life without adding unnecessary weight to the tubing string. Third-party modeling and field tests prove that this unique design consistently eliminates bias-weld fatigue spikes for superior running footage and improved reach.

Coiled Line Pipe

Innovative solution for oil, gas and water gathering systems and transmission lines. Three-layer coated tubing ranging in size from 1.25 in (31.75 mm) to 4.00 in (101.6 mm) O.D with nominal wall thicknesses ranging from 0.14 in (3.556 mm) to 0.337 in (8.558 mm), our coiled tubing is most commonly used in applications of temporary and permanent onshore and offshore installations where safe and efficient installations are required.

DURACOIL

DURACOIL is technically advanced and more cost-efficient than traditional coiled tubing for service in challenging downhole environments. It’s predictable, low-risk and economical; making it the premier solution for reaching total depth in challenging lateral well environments.
CONTACT US TODAY

UNITED STATES

Corporate Headquarters
ADDRESS
501 County Rd. 493
P.O. Drawer 2139
Dayton, TX 77535-2139
TOLL FREE: 866.891.1142
OFFICE: 713.265.5000
FAX: 713.265.5099

Permian Basin Service Center
ADDRESS
3707 South County Road 116
Midland, TX 79706
TOLL FREE: 866.891.1142
FAX: 713.265.5099

Northeast Service Center
ADDRESS
1040 Franklin Drive
Smock, PA 15480
TOLL FREE: 866.891.1142
FAX: 713.265.5099

CANADA

Red Deer Service Center
ADDRESS
7754 47 Avenue Close
Red Deer, AB T4P 2J9
OFFICE: 403.346.9231
MOBILE: 403.771.4076
FAX: 403.346.9254

Northwest Service Center
ADDRESS
9101 – 150 Avenue
Grande Prairie, AB T8X 0B1
OFFICE: 403.346.9231
MOBILE: 403.771.4076
FAX: 403.346.9254

www.global-tubing.com